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List of Volumes

1.  WHAT IS QUANTAVOLUTION?
Audio comment by Alfred de Grazia; the Q Paradigm; a
Self-test of Attitudes in Quantavolution and Conventional
Science; Index of topics

2.  COSMIC HERETICS:
A Personal History of Attempts to Establish and
Resist Theories of Quantavolution and
Catastrophe in the Natural and Human Sciences,
1962-1983



3.  CHAOS AND CREATION:
An Introduction to Quantavolution in Human and
Natural History

4. THE LATELY TORTURED EARTH:
Exoterrestrial Forces and Quantavolutions in the
Earth Sciences

5.  SOLARIA BINARIA:
A History of the Solar System (with Earl R.
Milton as Co-author)

6.  HOMO SCHIZO I:
Human and Cultural Hologenesis

7. HOMO SCHIZO II:
Human Nature and Behavior

8. THE DISASTROUS LOVE AFFAIR OF MOON AND MARS:
Celestial Sex, Spectra and Myth, Earthly Destruction, and
Dramatic Sublimation in Homer's Odyssey

9.  GOD'S FIRE:
 Moses and the Management of Exodus

10. THE DIVINE SUCCESSION:
A Science of Gods Old and New

11. THE BURNING OF TROY:
And Other Works in Scientific Catastrophism

12. KA:
A Handbook of Mythology, Sacred Practices, Electrical
Phenomena, and Their Linguistic Connections in the
Ancient Mediterranean World (by Hugh Crosthwaite, with
an Introduction by Alfred de Grazia)



13.  A FIRE NOT BLOWN..:
A sequel to KA especially commenting upon Minos and
Crete, by Hugh Crosthwaite, with an Introduction by Alfred
de Grazia)

14. RECOLLECTIONS OF A FALLEN SKY :
Earl R. Milton, Editor, with contributions by I. Velikovsky,
Alfred de Grazia, John M. MacGregor, William Mullen,
Irving Wolfe, George Grinnell,  Patrick Doran, et al.

15. THE VELIKOVSKY AFFAIR:
Alfred de Grazia, editor and co-author, with Livio
Stecchini, Ralph Juergens, and Immanuel Velikovsky
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Commentary on the presentation of these works on a CD-
ROM:

THE COMPACT DISK has major advantages, even though the
15 volumes  it carries here are, or will be, available in printed
books. (updates in the titles available  can be found, along with
other features, on the internet at: http://www.grazian-
archive.com .)

FOR ONE THING, you can carry the Q-Library disk in your
pocket or purse, for possible use anywhere in the world you can
have access to a modest computer. It is handy in a mini-
apartment or dormitory, too.

SECOND, it has incredible research capabilities. YOU can
follow a topic not only in a pertinent chapter of one book, but



instantly throughout all of the volumes, among over 4000 pages
-- literally, you can find immediately one word in a million.
YOU can assemble the pieces  of any subject, large or small,
with a few taps of your finger.

THE MATERIALS are in a reasonable order for taking up the
major topics of Quantavolution. But we all come into the new
world of Quantavolution by different paths, and the Q-disk
permits us to enter the vast field according to our personal
tastes, by way of theology, or astrophysics, or linguistics, or
ancient history or psychology, and so on. Once we make the
breakthrough, we can spread out in various directions.

THIRD, a broad scope can be mastered all  in one operation.
You can take hold of a new paradigm of the largest coverage,
grasping fully the meaning of a general theory of the sciences
and humanities. YOU can judge for yourself whether something
has been left out, or is self-contradictory, or simply will not fit
the evidence from other quarters. FOR EXAMPLE, one might
study a special field of Geology -- such as the chalk deposits of
Dover -- all one's career without paying much attention to
Geology in general, much less to mythology, human
psychology, oceanography, astronomy, or meteorology, all of
which have some bearing upon the basic cosmology of
Uniformitarianism or its competitor now, Quantavolution.

Anybody can pick up from somewhere some flaw, some
anomaly, be it in Darwin’s theory of natural selection, or in the
old testament, or in the story of the ice ages, and now, of
course, in how the dinosaurs ended. But so meagerly equipped,
a person will be put down as a mere irritant at a lecture, a one-
shot bore at the dinner table. What is possible for a person here
is to organize his or her thoughts and ideas, backed by
evidence, across the full range of fields of the sciences and
humanities.

WHAT CAN ONE DISCOVER BY VENTURING FAR AND
WIDE BEYOND THE NARROW AND CONVENTIONAL
VIEWPOINT? A GREAT DEAL, PERHAPS EVEN A
SATISFYING REVOLUTION IN ONE’S THOUGHT.
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